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New York City, if you can make it there you can make it anywhere. These small private companies
are hitting the ball of the park. They are all rapidly growing and making outstanding profits while
keeping their small businesses lean. All business owners can benefit by reviewing these companies
and taking note of what they're doing right.

#50 Northern Lights

They make commercials, promos, virals and film. Their work has been honored by The One Show,
Cannes, The Emmys and many film festivals. A thriving bi-coastal (NY/LA) post production
boutique featuring filmmakers and visual artists with a passion for telling stories.

boutique featuring filmmakers and visual artists with a passion for telling stories.
The company’s award-winning talent is continually creating new ways to interpret footage for all
modern delivery platforms. Their unmatched ability to shape ideas into focused content for brands
is fed by a creative environment that fosters trying new things and taking risks.
Visit them at nledit.com (http://www.nledit.com/)

#49 Sequent Learning Networks
Sequent Learning Networks is a global training and consulting firm. They are the world’s most
experienced professionals in the field of product management and marketing. They help product
managers, marketers, and executives in the world’s leading firms to improve the success of their
products and services. Their goal is to catalyze their clients so that they can make durable, longlasting, improvements to their products, services, and their organizations.
For more info go to sequentlearning.com (http://sequentlearning.com/)

#48 TekScape
TekScape delivers advanced IT solutions and the expertise needed to run any business, today and in
the future. They’re an industry leader in a niche market and they focus on a results-oriented,
business-minded approach to incorporating all of your technology solutions and management needs.
Rising above the competition, the engineers at TekScape have a unique ability to map business
processes and technology in order to maximize your return on IT investment.
A true technology partner, TekScape provides high-level network integration, collaboration, storage
and server infrastructure, and cloud services. They design, deploy and support your organization’s
technology so that you can reduce operating expenses, increase employee productivity, and focus on
your business.
Visit them at tekscape.com (http://www.tekscape.com/)

#47 Peeled Snacks

All Peeled Snacks are organic, non-GMO, gluten-free, dairy-free and vegan. Bursting with flavor,
their organic gently-dried fruit is available in five multi-serving and three single-serving varieties.
Each bag of gently-dried fruit provides a great source of vitamins and fiber, with no added sugars,
preservatives or oil.

Visit their online store or find a local store at peeledsnacks.com (http://peeledsnacks.com/)

#46 Knowledge Delivery Systems
Providers of online strategic Professional
Development courses that empower K-12
educators to transform their practice in order to
support the needs of 21st century
learners. Courses can be applied towards state
license re-certification, salary increase, and
career advancement. KDS specializes in timely
content in areas such as differentiated instruction, classroom management, and special education.
Visit them at kdsi.org (http://www1.kdsi.org/)

#45 Myriad Supply
Myriad Supply is a widely recognized supplier of best-of-breed networking, data storage, cloud,
wireless, VoIP and security hardware. With over 10,000 global accounts and nationwide
distribution facilities, Myriad Supply serves Fortune 500, big data, healthcare, government, and
financial services outfits as a full-service, one-stop resource.
Visit them at myriadsupply.com (http://www.myriadsupply.com/)

#44 InRhythm
They serve mobile and web software teams and businesses using their agile advisory & technical
consulting practice. In the last 10 years, over 100 teams have benefited from their expertise and they
have positioned them for success. They are a strong dedicated happy team of hungry A+ agile
practitioners (agile coaches, UI designers, front-end developers, qa engineers, software engineers,
delivery executives) who go above and beyond to make their clients successful.
Learn more at inrhythm.com (http://www.inrhythm.com/index.html)

#43 Society Awards
Society Awards is the premiere company that
designs and manufactures high-end custom
awards, recognition products, and many other
luxury objects of desire. Its prestigious clientele

ranges from televised entertainment programs,
charitable organizations, Fortune 500
corporations and film festivals all over the
country. Society Awards counts high profile
award shows including the Emmy’s, Golden Globes, MTV Video Music and Movie Awards, CFDA
Awards, GLADD Awards, American Music Awards and many others as clients.
Visit their website at societyawards.com (http://www.societyawards.com/)

#42 Windsor Resources
Windsor Resources is a full-service staffing firm specializing in temporary and permanent
adminastrative, creative, accounting, finance, IT, HR and C-level job opportunities. Windsor
Resources believes that their specialized approach is the basis of their continued growth and
improvement. Their mission is to work as one towards a common goal and provide outstanding
people with great careers.
For staffing needs visit windsorresources.com (http://www.windsorresources.com/)

#41 Durante Rentals
The #1 leader in construction equipment rentals and sales for the Tri-state NY region. They rent,
sell, and service all major brands of skid steer loaders, light towers, generators, compressors, Bobcats,
excavators, aerial lifts, boom lifts, conveyors, fork lifts, hammer drills, industrial heaters, loaders,
concrete mixers, pressure washers, water pumps, scissor lifts, walk behind saws, tampers, grinders,
tillers, welders, wood chippers and more. They carry all the major brands including Bobcat, Volvo,
Takeuchi, Caterpillar, and more.
For construction equipment visit duranterentals.com (http://www.duranterentals.com/)

#40 Indagare
Indagare is a high-end travel company with robust online editorial content, featuring staff-scouted
destinations around the world, and a boutique, in-house travel agency. They travel, they write, and
they plan memorable journeys for their members. Their mission at Indagare is to give sophisticated,
passionate travelers the information and tools that will enable them to discover authentic experiences
and make remarkable journeys.
Start planning your next vacation at indagare.com (http://www.indagare.com/)

#39 In the Know Experiences

#39 In the Know Experiences
In the Know Experiences, an exclusive travel
and lifestyle consulting agency, specializes in
unforgettable, bespoke experiences around the
world. From an amazing vacation, or a fabulous
night on the town, to a corporate event, or the
ultimate celebration of your dreams, their
dedicated lifestyle experts are available around the clock, ready to bring any and all of your dreams
alive. As they open doors to exclusive events and guide you to the most glamorous of destinations,
they always guarantee their clients will receive the best pricing, along with the finest of first-class
service. The only limit is your imagination.
For more info visit intheknowexperiences.com (http://intheknowexperiences.com/)

#38 Digiday
Digiday is a media company and community for digital media, marketing and advertising
professionals. They focus on quality, not quantity, and honesty instead of spin. They cover the
industry with an expertise, depth and tone you won’t find anywhere else. The Digiday team strives
to produce the highest quality publications, conferences, and resources for their industry.
The Digiday Content Studio is a team of journalists, researchers, marketers and designers that helps
brands create content for the Digiday audience.
Learn more by visiting digiday.com (http://digiday.com/)

#37 Mad Mimi
Mad Mimi is a lovely, simple email service that lets you create, send and track email newsletters.
Over 150,000 businesses use Mad Mimi to handle email the simple way.
Originally, they didn’t set out to create an unusually good email marketing company. They had
simply set out to create an unusually good email. They needed something stylish, simple and easy to
make, to promote their little music company.
They searched for email services online and
found millions – but didn’t like them. The
outdated templates, the overall spam feel of the
promos, and the general lack of joie de vivre in
the process.
Instead of settling for the status quo, they

Instead of settling for the status quo, they
designed their own email campaigns. Soon,
people were asking to help design emails for
them. And Mad Mimi was born… so that
everyone could create a well-designed, elegant
email. Even Grandma. (It’s that easy.)
Soon, they added robust delivery, easy audience
management, tracking and support. All handled in that simple, powerful, semi-rebellious way that
makes the other, complacent email marketing companies nervous… and you happy.
If you need to do some email marketing, on a small or grand scale, try Mad Mimi. They made it
with people like you in mind.
Visit madmimi.com (https://madmimi.com/) for more info.

#36 Tasting Table
Tasting Table is a website and newsletter for culinary enthusiasts. Tasting Table sits at the
intersection of what to eat and drink, where to discover it and how it can inspire. They distill the
culinary world into must-do, must-eat and must-know recommendations, providing their foodie
community with all the information they want to know and all they didn’t know they could.
Join them for dining advice, trusted recipes and news from the world of food and drink at
tastingtable.com (http://www.tastingtable.com/national/index.htm)

#35 Schaefer Enterprises
SEI New York is a Manhattan-based insurance agency specializing in all aspects of business, personal
and program insurance. They offer top-quality products including: general liability, property and
product liability insurance, New York State disability, worker’s compensation insurance and more.
For a free consultation go to seinewyork.com (http://www.seinewyork.com/)

#34 UpClear
UpClear provides sales planning and trade promotion optimization enterprise-software to consumer
goods manufacturers and distributors. By deploying software-as-a-service over the Web and applying
a subscription-based fee structure, UpClear ensures that companies both large and small can benefit
from best-in-class solutions efficiently and risk-free.
For more information visit upclear.com (http://www.upclear.com/)

For more information visit upclear.com (http://www.upclear.com/)

#33 Andiamo Partners
A globally recognized IT staffing and consulting firm specializing in placing professionals with the
world’s largest and most well-known tech & finance firms. In an aggressive and ever-evolving
market, their success derives from professional recruiting skills combined with detailed industry
knowledge and a thorough understanding of their clients' technology and business needs. With that
in mind, they take a long-term view of their partner relationships: their very first clients continue to
contract their services throughout the years and remain some of their strongest partners today.
They work hard to understand their clients’ businesses and become an integral part of each
company’s long-term recruiting strategy by helping to find and place the skilled professionals that
are vital to company growth. Their experience in providing business solutions through human
capital extends to a wide range of organizations. By partnering with Andiamo, clients gain access to
their nationwide database of more than 200 million professionals with a wide variety of technical
expertise.
For more information visit andiamopartners.com (http://andiamopartners.com/)

#32 MASS Communications
MASS Communications is a telecom
management organization focused on designing
and engineering the right solution to meet their
clients’ needs with unprecedented customer
support. The underlying core values of MASS
are built upon reliability, efficiency and trust.
Dedicated teams, multi-network solutions, onecontact for everything.
At MASS Communications, their goal is to
provide a full service, quality oriented experience, incorporating the best of the communications
world, without any of the hassle.
For more info visit masscommgroup.co (http://masscommgroup.com/)m

#31 Factory 360
Factory 360 is a National Event Marketing Agency, specializing in brand experience with focus in
experiential and digital marketing. They prioritize ROI for all proposed and actualized marketing
initiatives. They do not passively approach consumers, they engage them and cause them to interact

with your brand on an emotional level. They take their cues from emerging trends and changing
cultures, utilizing their extensive experience across all consumer marketing segments to logically
engage consumers on an emotional level. In short, they merge age-old marketing techniques with
cutting edge event practices, guaranteeing success driven by your goals.
For event marketing from every angle visit factory360.com (http://www.factory360.com/)

#30 Skylight Group
Skylight Group, started by Jennifer Blumin in 2004, specializes in event venue development, finding
iconic spaces amidst NYC historic buildings to broker access to otherwise inaccessible landmarks.
They serve as a strategic partner and guide throughout the event planning process to make an
experience at their collection of premiere venues both seamless and impactful.
For more info visit skylightnyc.com (http://skylightnyc.com/)

#29 Wafels & Dinges
Operates seven mobile food truck and two
brick and mortar units in New York City that
serve Belgian Waffles. Wafel and Dinges is a
must on every foodies bucket list. They sell
authentic Belgian, Brussels and Liege waffles all
with a variety of textures and consistencies. To
compliment the warm decadent waffles the
provide a wide range of "dinges" or toppings
from belgium chocolate syrup to bananas and
whipped cream. If sweets aren't your style their
menu offers great savory options as well.
Visit wafelsanddinges.com (http://www.wafelsanddinges.com/) for more info

#28 Ypulse
Ypulse is a youth market research firm. Comprised of media and insights divisions, YPulse is the
leading authority on youth. They study the opinions and behavior of tweens, teens, collegians and
young adults in order to provide news, commentary, events, research and strategy for marketing,
brand and media professionals.
Their online community and research panel actively engages more than 60,000 individuals aged 1330, enabling the collection of rapid and accurate data to guide informed strategies and tactics.
Unique to their panel is their student respondent base, recruited school-by-school, campus-by

Unique to their panel is their student respondent base, recruited school-by-school, campus-by
campus. For college specific research they are able to target college students based on class year,
school attending, major as well as a plethora of other attributes.
Their full service firm providing companies with both qualitative and quantitative customized
solutions that can tackle the most sophisticated marketing, development and insights challenges, as
well as a series of affordable syndicated products that facilitate instant insight and knowledge.
For more info visit ypulse.com (http://www.ypulse.com/)

#27 Ivy Exec
Founded by Elena Bajic in 2006, Ivy Exec is a community unlike any other and is the first online
career network created exclusively for the most successful business professionals globally. If you are
among the business elites, or aspire to become one, join Ivy Exec.
For those who are approved to join Ivy Exec, you'll access some of the most exclusive, sought-after,
handpicked 100K+ jobs, MBA jobs, consulting jobs, jobs in finance, award-winning professional
development webinars, mentorship sessions with over 500 senior executives, and more.
To join the Ivy Exec community visit ivyexec.com (https://www.ivyexec.com/)

#26 Madécasse
Brooklyn-based Madécasse [mah-day-kas] was
founded in 2008 by former Peace Corps
volunteers. While living in Madagascar, they
came to understand why Africa remains the
poorest continent in the world—it supplies
70% of the world’s cocoa but 0% of its
chocolate. Inspired to change this, Madécasse
was born, becoming the only company
producing high quality bean-to-bar, handwrapped chocolate and vanilla products on the
continent of Africa.
Madagascar is the 10th poorest country in the world, and the average person lives off of less than a
dollar a day. By providing equipment and training – and producing the entire product locally –
Madécasse is able to provide 100% of production costs to the people of Madagascar.
Madécasse was named one of the “World’s 50 Most Innovative Companies” in 2011 by Fast
Company, and the “2012 Leader of Change” by the United Nations Office of Partnerships and the

Company, and the “2012 Leader of Change” by the United Nations Office of Partnerships and the
Foundation for Social Change.
Madécasse chocolate and vanilla products are available in stores nationwide and online
at madecasse.com (http://www.madecasse.com/)

#25 Motivate Design
Motivate Design is a boutique Experience Design firm in New York City. They help their clients
achieve and sustain success through design thinking and innovation. At Motivate Design, they offer
big company expertise with a higher level of personal service. You work directly with their expert
practitioners, which means you don’t get insulated from the people actually doing the work. And
through their recruiting arm UX Hires, they can easily scale the team to suit the ever changing ebb
and flow of your client work.
Visit them at motivatedesign.com (http://www.motivatedesign.com/index.php)

#24 Fisher Wallace Laboratories
The Fisher Wallace Stimulator is cleared by the FDA for the treatment of depression. By using the
device for 20 minutes, twice a day, most patients are able to reduce or eliminate symptoms of
depression, including Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar Depression, situational or seasonal
depression, and Postpartum depression (chemical-free). The device treats depression by stimulating
the brain's production of serotonin and other neurotransmitters that regulate mood. The device may
be used safely in conjunction with any medication. The device causes no serious side effects and has
been proven to be safe and effective in multiple published studies.
For more info visit fisherwallace.com (http://www.fisherwallace.com/)

#23 Tower Legal Solutions
Tower Legal is a full-service, WBENC-certified staffing and managed review company dedicated to
providing its clients with exceptional temporary attorneys, paralegals, project management and
review facilities. They can provide attorneys and paralegals with experience in every practice area and
who can speak a variety of languages. Their clients include major law firms and corporations in the
pharmaceutical, financial, telecommunication, energy, real estate and insurance industries. Their
entire team takes great pride in the superior customer service that they provide to their clients and
candidates alike.
Tower Legal is owned and operated by a team of legal professionals who have earned a solid
reputation in the industry by consistently delivering and maintaining the highest standard of
performance. Tower Legal provides its clients and candidates with a hands-on, traditional approach

performance. Tower Legal provides its clients and candidates with a hands-on, traditional approach
that only a boutique firm can offer.
For more info visit towerls.com (http://www.towerls.com/)

#22 Olo
Reliable, fast, and secure digital ordering for restaurants. Seamlessly synced with your operations,
systems, and brand. Olo began with a simple idea, that nobody should have to wait in line. The
restaurant industry's service model was broken. Why force a loyal customer to wait in line when they
could order and pay right from their phone? Now that 64% of Americans are using smartphones,
they’re helping the largest restaurant brands make their loyal customers' everyday lives just a little
easier.
For more visit olo.com (http://www.olo.com/)

#21 Sun Broadcast Group
Sun Broadcast Group is a national radio network reaching over 142 Million monthly listeners
through its more than 5,500 affiliates in both general market and Spanish language radio.
Headquartered in New York City and Boca Raton, FL, Sun offers ad sales representation,
syndication and programming support to producers, hosts and radio networks nationwide.
Sun Broadcast Group is not your average network. Imagine that small creative agency that’s quick
on its feet, integrated with creative think tanks, cutting-edge in client-focused response and
deliverables. Now, call it a radio network. You’ve got Sun Broadcast Group.
Visit sunbgi.com (http://sunbgi.com/) for more info.

#20 JW Michaels
JW Michaels & Co. is dedicated to serving the specialized recruiting needs of top-tier financial
services, legal and business institutions. Their clients include select investment management firms,
hedge funds, investment banks, law firms, and Fortune 500 companies in every industry.
They work in close partnership with their clients to understand their hiring needs, culture, and
processes in order to deliver the best talent in the industry. They go beyond standard recruiting and
act as a trusted advisor, providing market insight into their clients' competitive landscape as well as
information on hiring and compensation trends. JW Michaels offers an ever growing range of
specialized services, building a diverse national office network and they are hiring seasoned executive
recruiters that will position the company as one of the premier executive search firms in the nation.

Visit their website at jwmichaels.com (http://www.jwmichaels.com/)

#19 Gravity Media
Gravity Media is a full-service multi-cultural marketing communications agency that delivers a wide
array of solutions in advertising, digital, media, PR, & social. They are passionate about the power
of media and believe that the right combination of resources and creativity produces strong results.
They are innovative, aggressive, and experienced marketing specialists. Their team consists of
international marketing professionals of Asian, African, Hispanic, European and Middle Eastern
descent with different experiences and backgrounds, ranging from financial, to travel & tourism to

communications, entertainment & sports and everything in between. This variety of multicultural
talent helps them grasp trends in many niche markets and industries and use it to the advantage of
their clients.
View their services at mediagravity.com (http://www.mediagravity.com/)

#18 Ready Set Rocket
Ready Set Rocket provides digital marketing services, including digital strategy, information
architecture, interaction design, visual design, web and application development, social media,
search engine optimization, and search engine marketing.
Driven by powerful data analysis, they create connected experiences that transform human behavior
into user interaction. They embrace agile marketing and constantly find ways to improve work and
increase ROI. They believe in a nimble process that is adaptive and responsive to trends and realtime changes to best serve brand needs with expert technology, sophisticated creative and intelligent
insights.
Get in touch with them at readysetrocket.com (http://readysetrocket.com/)

#17 Kettle
Kettle is an independent digital agency. Their approach combines design, technology and branding
to craft interactive experiences that people love.
A group of exceptionally talented, passionate individuals working together to create life-changing
digital experiences. They get to know users the way they should be known — as human beings.
Once they discover what they value, they explore the best ways to bring it to life through design and

Once they discover what they value, they explore the best ways to bring it to life through design and
technology. It’s this thoughtful approach that has fueled Kettle’s organic and independent growth
since they first opened up shop in 2009.
Collaborating with the world’s leading brands, they offer the capacity and capability of traditional
large-scale agencies, while maintaining the detail-oriented methodology that got them where they
are today.
To see if Kettle would be a good fit for your project visit kettlenyc.com (http://kettlenyc.com/)

#16 Full Circle Home
Full Circle Designs and manufactures a line of innovative, sustainable household cleaning, storage,
and composting products. The result of a vision shared by a 
group of friends: a brand that balances
style, 
function, sustainability and affordability in every 
single product. Being advocates of greener
lifestyles; they were constantly 

dissatisfied with the poor selection of quality 
green goods on the
market. This is why they 
strive to create products that are of superior 
design and creativity,
combined with eco-friendly materials and functional efficacy. The name Full Circle comes from
their philosophy 
that a product’s life cycle should be cyclical 
rather than linear. Products made from
materials 
that come from the earth can have long, 
functional lives, and then return from where 
they
came, rather than collecting in a landfill.
For more information visit fullcirclehome.com (http://www.fullcirclehome.com/)

#15 Social Media Link
Social Media Link (SML) is the leading influencer and advocacy activation company that amplifies
social media conversation for brands. They make it easy for brands to activate impactful and trusted
reviews and recommendations across social media, triggering action and leading consumers through
the path to purchase.
SML’s platform, smiley360.com, is a social community for influential people who love to share
brand experiences. Marketers utilize their platform to mobilize targeted consumer influencers to
experience their brand and share reviews with the large social audiences they influence. Their
proprietary Single-Click Sharin technology makes it easy for consumers to feed reviews to their most
preferred social networks in one place, giving brands enormous exposure in social channels from
passionate consumers.
Since 2009 they have worked with clients like Unilever, Johnson & Johnson, Church & Dwight,
Reckitt Benckiser, NBC, Campbell’s, BIC, Pfizer, Sears, Kmart Ogilvy and Edelman.
Visit their website at socialmedialink.co (http://socialmedialink.co/)

#14 Amicus Creative Media
Provides online marketing for law firms, specializing in developing websites for attorneys. Their
diverse team is knowledgeable, responsive and most importantly, passionate about the work that
they do. They know that most attorneys don’t have hours to devote to marketing each week. And in
this tough economy, they know that most don’t have a big budget for it either. They've developed
an online marketing system specifically designed for law firms to ensure that they are recognized,
retained and referred in less time and with a smaller budget than ever before.
For more information visit amicuscreative.com (http://amicuscreative.com/)

#13 Pixafy
Pixafy eCommerce solutions, made for aspirational merchants that want to leverage the power of
Magento, but do not have Enterprise budgets. They replace cost and time intensive development
work with their pre-built technology to deliver a premium Magento Community website at a highly
competitive price.
What you get
A sleek and professional-looking Magento Community website
Launch with the features, extensions and the look and feel you desire
Training & resources to help you manage your eCommerce site
Fully-managed Pixafy hosting optimized for Magento
Launch in as little as 10 days, starting at $7,500 at pixafy.com (http://www.pixafy.com/)

#12 Nimbo
Nimbo specializes in migrating line of business applications to the cloud, custom application
development and application integration. By continually providing superior cloud solutions to
satisfy business objectives, simplify IT management, meet security and compliance requirements,
Nimbo is today a trusted partner to CIOs of some of the world’s largest organizations.
For more information visit nimbo.com (http://www.nimbo.com/)

#11 Perseus Telecom
Perseus is a private global high precision network provider for financial trading, gaming, ecommerce and multi- media. Customers include top tier market makers, banks, exchanges and
Fortune 500 companies. Perseus is the parent company to Marco Polo New World Securities

connecting 170 brokers in 80 markets with 38 liquidity centers worldwide. Perseus and Marco Polo
New World are headquartered in New York with offices in Chicago, Dublin, London, Miami, São
Paulo and San Francisco. Both companies operate globally including emerging markets.
For more information visit perseustelecom.com (http://perseustelecom.com/)

#10 PureWow
PureWow is the lifestyle email and website for women who want to elevate their everyday. Think:
new ideas from the worlds of fashion, beauty, food, home, travel, tech, health and culture. They
know you're overcommitted and would rather let someone else do the digging. Lucky for you, it's
their calling.
Think of PureWow as a savvy friend who knows the next book you should read, the must-have jeans
that fit and flatter, and the purse that holds your keys and charges your phone.
In addition to their national articles, they offer local and interest-specific editions so readers can
personalize their PureWow experience.
To get your daily dose of PureWow, go to purewow.com
(http://www.purewow.com/national/index.htm)

#9 BulbAmerica
BulbAmerica is the largest dealer of professional Light Bulbs and Lighting Fixtures in the US.
BulbAmerica has become the only online retailer that officially carries GE, Philips, Osram, Sylvania,
Ushio, Platinum, and many more.
As a small family business, BulbAmerica is happy to serve 200,000+ customers regularly. They
currently have over 35,000 kinds of lighting products and take pride in helping their customers
learn about becoming more energy efficient. They continue helping each of their customers better
understand the different ways they can light their homes, businesses, offices, etc. They take pride in
helping people learn about energy efficiency and new lighting technologies.
Visit them at bulbamerica.com (http://www.bulbamerica.com/)

#8 Accordant Media
Accordant Media is an independent,
programmatic media-buying and optimization
company that makes audience targeting and
biddable display media simpler and more
effective for leading agencies and brand

effective for leading agencies and brand
marketers. Accordant's helps digital advertisers
achieve targeted, efficient and scalable
campaigns across paid display, video, mobile,
social, email, in-stream audio and out-of-home
channels. In a complex era of cross-screen,
cross-channel, exchange-traded media, Accordant employs audience-based targeting, retargeting,
contextual targeting, and dynamic creative tactics. Its innovative custom audience segmentation
engine, Audience Optics, exploits micro-segmentation, finely sculpted audience insights and
dynamic inventory management to produce greater customer engagement and response rates. This is
done with any data set, without restrictions, and with 100% transparency - helping clients gain
access to dynamic inventory sources and deliver more targeted, relevant messages. Co-founded by
digital agency execs Art Muldoon and Matt Greitzer, Accordant Media is based in New York City
with offices in San Francisco and Boston.
Visit their website at accordantmedia.com (http://accordantmedia.com/)

#7 Solve Media
Solve Media's performance-based online advertising platform is the gold standard for online
branding, at scale. They believe the future of advertising will be about improving user experience
and providing a solid value-exchange for consumers, in display, video and mobile formats.
Interruptive ads that are seldom seen and typically ignored have given way to platforms that save
users time and ensure successful message delivery. Guaranteed effectiveness is rare and powerful in a
world of commodity ad performance, and their results speak volumes about their passion for
changing the industry.
Visit their website at solvemedia.com (http://solvemedia.com/)

#6 Allurez
Allurez is the premier designer and retailer of high quality fine jewelry, with a brand name known to
the royals as well as the rich and famous. They are located in the heart of NYC, and are committed
to providing the largest selection of fine designer jewelry, engagement rings, wedding bands, and
certified loose diamonds.
The quality of the products they provide their customers is extremely important. They only work
with trustworthy and reputable diamond and jewelry suppliers that provide them with untreated,
conflict-free, and natural diamonds of the highest quality.
Visit their website at allurez.com (http://www.allurez.com/)

#5 ID Security Online
ID Security Online is a leading provider of ID solutions and answers the needs of all organizations
and corporations such as government, Fortune 500 companies, schools/universities, hospitals, and
international/local sporting events.
They offer systems that resist tampering with advanced features like holographic images, ghosted
images, biometric data, smart card technology and enterprise level data base management.
Visit idsecurityonline.com (http://www.idsecurityonline.com/) for more info.

#4 BuyBackWorld
BuyBackWorld is a different way to get cash for your used electronics online. Search for your old
electronic to see how much it's worth. Choose one of their convenient payment methods, enter your
shipping details and that's it. You can choose to use their free shipping kit or they'll email you a free
shipping label and you can use your own box if you don't want to wait for their shipping kit to
arrive in the mail.
To see how much your used electronics are worth visit buybackworld.com
(http://www.buybackworld.com/)

#3 Adore Me
Adore Me is rocking the intimates industry, making dazzling lingerie affordable for all. With free
shipping in the U.S. along with easy exchanges and returns, they bring the hottest styles directly to
your doorstep.
In 2012, they committed to creating fashionable, high quality, perfectly fitting intimates at such an
affordable price that you can match and wear them every day. Buying your lingerie should be as
sexy, fun, and engaging as wearing it. For this reason, they invest heavily in only producing high
quality imagery and videos that tell a story.
By choosing to sell exclusively online they bypass the high costs of operating a retail store. They also
design their own intimates, meaning they’re not at the mercy of third party fees or design price
hikes. It goes directly from them, to the manufacturer, and then straight to you. It’s simple, cheaper
– and so much better.
For more information about their vip memberships visit adoreme.com (http://www.adoreme.com/)

#2 Myriad Supply

#2 Myriad Supply
Myriad Supply is a widely recognized supplier of best-of-breed networking, data storage, cloud,
wireless, VoIP and security hardware. With over 10,000 global accounts and nationwide
distribution facilities, Myriad Supply serves Fortune 500, big data, healthcare, government, and
financial service outfits as a full-service, one-stop resource.
Browse their entire catalog at myriadsupply.com (http://www.myriadsupply.com/)

#1 ReviMedia
ReviMedia is a fast-growing lead generation
company, offering sophisticated lead exchange
with its proprietary platform LXP. This fullservice platform includes a suite of innovative
tools providing the newest technology in lead
scoring and verification technology, therefore
guaranteeing high lead quality. ReviMedia, a
member of Leads Council, operates in a wide
range of verticals within the insurance,
automotive and home security industries.
As an integral part of LXP, their innovative team of developers has created sophisticated lead scoring
and verification technology which enables their clients to fire up their performances and increase
their revenue with higher lead conversions.
To discover how LXP works visit revimedia.com (http://www.revimedia.com/)
That's our list of the fastest growing small businesses in New York City. Please send us any feedback
below, it's greatly appreciated.
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RT @msuster (https://twitter.com/msuster): "Opportunity lies in the place where complaints are."
Jack Ma #WSJDLive (https://twitter.com/#!/search?q=%23WSJDLive)
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